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Patient Group

A broad neurological case mix of outpatient stroke (n = 84), multiple sclerosis (n = 6), and brain tumour (n = 2), referred from
outpatient and community health services. All participants suffered chronic upper limb dysfunction, many with co-morbidities. The
study used minimal exclusion criteria to reflect a normative patient flow.

Intervention

A circuit-based provision of gamified digital therapy, to groups of 5 patients at a time. Therapy was delivered as 18 scheduled group
sessions over 6 weeks in a dedicated area within the hospital clinic. This area was dubbed ‘The Hand Hub’. Contact sessions were
staffed by a qualified therapist (0.2 FTE) and a therapy assistant.

Clinical Setup

Six independent workstations, each with a gamified upper limb intervention: ableX armskate, ableX handlebar, and a third party device
(Saebo ReJoyce). Activity at each station could be quickly tailored to each participant’s functional priority and capability. Patients’
therapy performance was recorded electronically.

“The Hand Hub not only improved patient
outcomes, but also built capacity in
the provision of subacute rehabilitation
services and enhanced the quality of the
rehabilitation by addressing problems of
critical importance to patients.”
Researchers’ commentary

Learn more at www.ablex.healthcare

Clinical Outcomes

Multiple clinical measures were taken, capturing changes in arm function and performance, mobility, cognition, psychosocial, and
quality of life. Benefits were recorded across all measures, with the largest effects relating to participants’ own lived experience.
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*significant results data extracted from J Rehab Med 2016, 48(6), 522-528.

Strategic use of technology, as used in this
programme, improved access to rehabilitation
for the arm and hand that was not possible with
existing resources. […] This information has
implications for the future planning of clinical
service delivery models.
Researchers’ commentary

Post-study
•

The Hand Hub has continued as an established clinical service, accessed by well over 300 patients.

•

Its clinical success has led to a new tele-rehabilitation service design, intended to extend the intervention into patients’ homes.

Investment Case
•

Workforce Productivity: This clinical implementation delivered 1656 therapy sessions for a productivity gain that we estimate to
be 5 or 6 times that of a standard 1:1 service model. The participant did-not-attend rate was low at 3%.

•

Lower Service Costs: The cost of a complete ableX system (2 devices hosted on a standard laptop) is less than AU$2500, with
monitored individual user accounts from under $5 per day.

•

Return on Investment: Patients achieved significant outcomes that correlate to gains in quality adjusted life years (QALY) at a low
cost. The research team has advised that this data may be published in future.

Social Return

Stroke survivors regard the loss of hand and arm function as equally or more disempowering than a loss of mobility, even though
mobility gets far more attention during inpatient care. Through the strategic use of technology like ableX, patients can access more of
the essential therapy they need, and healthcare services will benefit from more capacity and better resource allocation.

Learn more at www.ablex.healthcare

